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A Sensor for Quantification of Macromolecular Crowding in Living Cells
Arnold J. Boersma, Boqun Liu, Bert Poolman.
University of Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands.
The cell is highly crowded with biomacromolecules, and the excluded
volume influences processes such as diffusion, folding, conformation, and
aggregation or association of proteins and polynucleic acids. In Escherichia
coli, the values reported for the total macromolecular content range from
200 to 400 mg/mL. Knowledge of the macromolecular crowding is needed
to understand behavior and especially interactions of biomolecules in
vivo, be it for drug development, fundamental knowledge, or to support
computational efforts to model the living cell. Direct spatiotemporal read-
out of the crowding would be a powerful asset to unravel the structure
of the cytoplasm and the impact of excluded volume on protein function
in living cells. Here, we introduce a Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) sensor for quantification of the macromolecular crowding and apply
the sensor in living cells.
569-Pos Board B349
Desolvation Energy: A Rationale for Changes in Binding Affinity as
Measured by ITC
Daryl K. Eggers, Jennifer M. Le, Duc N. Pham, Nhi T. Nham,
Frankie A. Contreras.
Chemistry, San Jose State University, San Jose, CA, USA.
This study tests a new thermodynamic framework for aqueous binding equi-
libria that features an explicit consideration for the change in hydration
that occurs when two solvated surfaces come into contact. As an outcome
of this approach, the standard state free energy of binding is defined by
the summation of two terms, the traditional term (-RTlnK) plus a desolvation
free energy term that is weighted by the number of complexes formed at
equilibrium. The governing equation suggests that the equilibrium ratio (K)
is not a constant; this equation is supported firmly by results from isothermal
titration calorimetry using the chelation of calcium(II) by EDTA as a model
binding reaction. In addition, we demonstrate that secondary solutes can shift
the equilibrium by altering the average free energy of bulk water; molar so-
lutions of urea, sucrose, and trehalose result in significant changes in the
equilibrium ratio without altering the standard state free energy, as defined
by our working equation. This investigation provides a fresh approach for
characterizing concentrated, nonideal solutions, as relevant for understanding
the driving forces behind molecular interactions in a cell or tissue. If the des-
olvation equation is demonstrated to be correct for other binding reactions in
general, this project could ignite a renaissance in the application of aqueous
solution thermodynamics.
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Rapidly Inducible De Novo Synthesis of Hydrogels in Living Cells
Takanari Inoue.
Cell Biology, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA.
We report a design, synthesis and characterization of hydrogels inside living
cells which will serve as a biomolecular sift. We achieve this by rapid induc-
tion of a sol-gel phase transition. A hydrogel is defined as a non-fluid, cross-
linked polymer network. Inducing polymerization of soluble multivalent
molecules could thus lead to in situ hydrogel formation. To probe a spatio-
temporally dynamic cellular processes, the phase transition must take place
at a specific subcellular location in a rapidly inducible manner. To achieve
this, we utilized a chemically inducible dimerization technique, through
which a pair of protein domains bind to each other only in the presence of
the corresponding chemical dimerizer. Our choice of protein pairs are
FKBP (FK506 binding protein) and FRB (FKBP-rapamycin biding domain)
which dimerize in the presence of rapamycin. For the in-cell hydrogel forma-
tion, we induced polymerization of the multivalent FKBP (FKBPX) and FRB
(FRBX) molecules spaced with a long peptide linker by adding a chemical
dimerizer. By targeting the FRBX to a particular cellular location and
FKBPX to the cytosol, we were able to rapidly produce a hydrogel in a
spatio-temporally controlled manner. Subsequently, we performed biophysi-
cal characterization of the synthetic gels both in vitro and in vivo and found
that the gels allow passive diffusion of most of the proteins but not larger
molecular complexes or cellular organelles. The present study is highly
unique in its quality execution of rapidly inducing de novo synthesis of
hydrogels in living cells.571-Pos Board B351
Excluded Volume Effects Inside the Living Cell
David Gnutt1, Mimi Gao1, Oliver Brylski1, Matthias Heyden2,
Simon Ebbinghaus1.
1Physical Chemistry II, Ruhr University Bochum, Bochum, Germany, 2Max-
Planck-Institut fu¨r Kohlenforschung, Mu¨hlheim, Germany.
Proteins and nucleic acids fold and behave in a highly occupiedmatrix of macro-
molecules, the cellular environment. Although this environment is filled up to a
volume of 40% with macromolecules, the effect of crowding on biochemical
reactions aswell as biophysical properties of proteins has been rarely considered.
Therefore, studies on macromolecular crowding are mainly conducted using ar-
tificially created polymer based substances as mimics of the in cell environment.
Still, a commonconcept how the excludedvolumeeffect in the cell affects protein
folding, function and structure is lacking. Understanding these properties will be
important to unravel the underlyingmechanism of protein misfolding and aggre-
gation as well as the behavior of intrinsically disordered proteins in a living cell.
We introduce a FRET based random coil polymer to characterize crowding
both in vitro and inside a living cell. We find different compression of the poly-
mer in artificial crowding substances compared to protein crowders such as
BSA or oocyte lysate. Injection of the probe inside cells confirms this result
and reveals a heterogeneous environment which, on average, shows compara-
ble polymer conformations as in diluted buffer. The polymer conformation is
used to quantify crowding differences in the cytosol and the nucleus as well
as to identify crowding in cells influenced by different extrinsic conditions. Se-
vere osmotic stress is used to probe compression of the polymer in the highly
concentrated cytosolic environment.
We conclude that the FRET labelled polymer provides a new approach to
investigate and characterize the cellular solvation properties with high
spatio-temporal resolution in a variety of systems and identify crowding differ-
ences due to the architecture of the cellular matrix. Therefore, it will help to
understand how the cell, as the native environment in which proteins evolved,
might modulate and tune biomolecule properties and functions.
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Macromolecular Crowding in the Cytosol: Underappreciated or Overesti-
mated?
Joost Groen1, David Foschepoth1, Arnold J. Boersma2, Hiromi Imamura3,
Hans A. Heus1, Wilhelm T.S. Huck1.
1Institute for Molecules and Materials, Radboud University Nijmegen,
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3Graduate School of Biostudies & The Hakubi Center for Advanced
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The cytosol of an E. coli cell is extremely crowded, containing 20-30 % (v/v)
macromolecules. Such conditions are expected to increase activity coefficients
and result in excluded volume effects, driving complexation, multimerization
and compact conformations of macromolecules. Experimentally, crowding is
often simulated by high concentrations of inert, uncharged hydrophilic polymers
such as PEG and Ficoll. However, recent studies strongly indicate that excluded
volume effects can be attenuated by associative interactions of macromolecules
with the crowding agent. To simulate cytosolic crowding in vitro, we use cell-free
E. coli lysate in physiologically relevant concentrations. We study the effects of
crowdingwith cell lysate and polymeric crowding agents on the FRETefficiency
of aCFP/YFPcrowding sensor and aFRET-basedATPsensor. If strong excluded
volume effects are present in cells, quantification ofmetabolite concentrations in
vivo by FRET-based constructs is severely complicated by the additional effects
of excluded volume on FRET efficiency. We found that synthetic crowding
agents not only decrease association constants of the ATP-sensor forATP signif-
icantly, but also induce a strong increase in FRET efficiency by themselves. Our
results indicate a strong excluded volume effect from polymeric crowding
agents, while cell-free lysate does not show these effects. We hypothesize that
in vivo, associative interactions can overcome excluded volume effects in
some cases, whereas in other interactions depletion forces could be dominant.
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Thermodynamics and Kinetics of Multi-Protein Binding in Crowded
Environments
Youngchan Kim1, Jeetain Mittal2.
1Center for Computational Materials Science, Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, DC, USA, 2Department of Chemical and Biomolecular
Engineering, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA, USA.
Protein-protein interactions play an essential role in many biological pro-
cesses inside a cell. The cellular medium is crowded with an ensemble of
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romolecules occupy as much as 30% of the cell volume, thereby affecting the
stability and rate of multi-protein binding. We investigate the effect of
macromolecular crowding on the protein complex formation, using coarse-
grained simulation models for proteins and macromolecular crowders. Pro-
teins are represented by a residue-level coarse-grained model that has been
shown to yield binding affinities and native structures of various weakly
binding protein complexes, in good agreement with experimental data.
Macromolecular crowders are modeled as spherical particles or polymeric
chains that interact with proteins via repulsive as well as attractive interac-
tions. Repulsive crowders, interacting via excluded volume interactions, of
various types stabilize the formation of the protein complex, but the attractive
protein-crowder interactions are shown to destabilize the protein complex
above moderate attraction strengths. We find that the translational and rota-
tional diffusion for both proteins are slowed down with both the repulsive
and attractive crowders, although the anisotropy of the rotational diffusion
coefficient increases for both cases. Consequently, the dissociation rate de-
creases with increasing crowder volume fraction. But the protein association
rate is found to increase as a function of the crowder volume fraction in the
presence of repulsive crowders, while attractive protein-crowder interactions
decrease the association rate. Interestingly, we find that the polymeric crow-
ders can change the protein binding behavior in a complex manner depending
on the degree of crowder polymerization and conformational flexibility. We
develop a theory, with physically meaningful parameters, that can describe
the simulation data very well and provide further insights into the observed
results.
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Real-Time Transcription Initiation by E. coli RNA Polymerase in vitro and
in vivo
Anne Plochowietz1, Diego Duchi Llumigusin1, Pawel Zawadzki2,
Afaf H. El-Sagheer3, Tom Brown3, Achillefs N. Kapanidis1.
1Physics, Univeristy of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, 2Biochemistry,
Univeristy of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom, 3Chemistry, Univeristy of
Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom.
Transcription initiation is the most important step in gene regulation and is
orchestrated by RNA polymerase (RNAP). However, its molecular mecha-
nisms have remained unclear due to the presence of transient intermediates
and heterogeneity.
To characterize such mechanisms, we used an in vitro real-time FRET assay on
immobilized transcription complexes for minute-long observations of DNA
scrunching and unscrunching. We characterized the kinetics of abortive initia-
tion (by following single cycles of abortive synthesis) and promoter escape, and
identified functionally important heterogeneity. We observed, for the first time,
extensive RNAP pausing (lasting for ~15 s) and backtracking during initiation;
such behaviors may play regulatory roles.
We also studied initial transcription in vivo using electroporation to internalize
doubly-labeled promoter DNA fragments into live E. coli and track them using
TIRF microscopy. We observed low-FRET species of 0.1850.05 (correspond-
ing to duplex DNA) and fluctuations to higher FRET-states, which we attribute
to RNAP promoter binding, open complex formation and initial transcription.
Specifically, we see FRET of 0.3550.10 (linked to initiation pausing), and
0.8550.06 (linked to promoter escape); both levels are absent in non-
promoter DNA.
Our work reveals the detailed kinetics of initial transcription in vitro and offers
the first such observations in living cells, which opens exciting avenues to study
gene regulation in vivo.
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A Disorder-Based Strategy for the Introduction of Allosteric, ‘‘Hill-Type’’
Cooperativity into Artificial Receptors
Anna J. Simon1, Alexis Valle´e-Be´lisle2, Francesco Ricci3,
Herschel M. Watkins4, Kevin W. Plaxco5.
1Biomolecular Science and Engineering Program, UC Santa Barbara, Santa
Barbara, CA, USA, 2De´partement de Chimie, Universite´ de Montre´al,
Montre´al, QC, Canada, 3Dipartimento di Scienze e Tecnologie Chimiche,
University of Rome, Tor Vergata, Rome, Italy, 4Department of Applied
Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA, 5Biomolecular Science and
Engineering Program, Dep of Chemistry, Inst of Collaborative
Biotechnologie, UC Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA, USA.
Control over of the sensitivity with which biomolecular receptors respond to
small changes in target molecule concentration is crucial to many biological
processes. The ability to introduce cooperativity into artificial bioreceptors
would likely prove useful for applications such as biosensors, genetic logic
gates, and ‘‘smart’’ materials, in which highly responsive behavior is of value.In Nature, this control is commonly achieved via allosteric, ‘‘Hill-type,’’ co-
operativity, in which binding events on a multivalent receptor are coupled so
that the first event enhances the affinity of subsequent events, producing
an ‘‘all-or-nothing’’ binding response and, in turn, a higher-order, steeper,
dependence on target molecule concentration. Here we use an intrinsic-
disorder-mediated approach to rationally and quantitatively introduce this use-
ful property into several normally non-cooperative biomolecular receptors.
Specifically, we fabricate a tandem repeat of the receptor that is destabilized
by the inclusion of a disordered loop. The first target binding event pays an
entropic cost to close this loop, thus forming a structured site for a second
target molecule to bind with comparatively higher affinity. By changing the
length of the loop, we can quantitatively change the energetic cost of closing
the loop and in turn the extent of cooperativity, and thus the order of the bind-
ing curve and sensitivity to small changes in concentration. Using this
approach we have rationally introduced cooperativity into three unrelated
aptamers, achieving in the best of these a Hill coefficient experimentally
indistinguishable from the theoretically expected maximum. Furthermore,
the extent of cooperativity, and thus the steepness of the binding transition,
are, moreover, well modeled as simple functions of the energetic cost of
binding-induced folding, speaking to the quantitative nature of this design
strategy.
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Structure-Function Relations and Rigidity Percolation in Biopolymer Net-
works in Live Tissue under Shear: Bovine Articular Cartilage as a Model
System
Jesse L. Silverberg1, Moumita Das2, Aliyah R. Barrett3, Poul B. Petersen3,
Lawrence J. Bonassar4, Itai Cohen1.
1Physics, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA, 2Physics and Astronomy,
Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY, USA, 3Chemistry and
Chemical Biology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA, 4Biomedical
Engineering, Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Cornell University,
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Studies of hierarchical structure in biological tissues are fundamental to iden-
tifying useful design principles that can be transferred to both biological and
non-biological engineered systems. Among mammalian soft tissues, articular
cartilage is particularly interesting, as it can endure 60þ years of daily
mechanical loading despite having minimal regenerative capacity. This
remarkable resilience may be due to the depth-dependent mechanical proper-
ties, which are known to localize strain and energy dissipation to the tissue’s
surface. Based on qualitative observations, it has been proposed that these
properties arise from the depth-dependent collagen fiber orientation. Never-
theless, this structure-function relationship has not yet been quantified. Here,
we use a combination of a computational model made of a collagen network
and a hydrated aggrecan matrix, and confocal elastography experiments on
live tissue to look for constitutive relations between mechanical and struc-
tural quantities. Surprisingly, we find weak correlations between the shear
modulus and the collagen fiber orientation. Instead, we find a much stronger
correlation with the concentration of collagen fibers, which shows a 2-fold
variation in collagen volume fraction correlates with a 100-fold variation
in the modulus, and follows a scaling law relation. Such dependencies are
observed in the rheology of in-vitro cytoskeletal networks that exhibit a ri-
gidity percolation phase transition. Along these lines, we propose that the
collagen network is near a percolation threshold that gives rise to these large
mechanical variations and strain-localization at the tissue’s surface. The
interplay between this criticality, and the co-operative interaction between
the collagen network and the aggrecan background underlie the observed
mechanical response.
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Nuclear Damage in Highly Constrained Migration: From Lamina Defects
to DNA Breaks
Jerome Irianto, Avathamsa Athirasala, Rocky Diegmiller, Irena Ivanovska,
Dennis E. Discher.
SEAS, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA, USA.
Cells in vivo are sometimes required to migrate through tight spaces that are
much smaller than the largest organelle, their nucleus. Micro-pore migration
of lung cancer cells causes nuclear blebs with segregated lamins as well as
DNA tethering and breaks. Nuclear blebs seen in the majority of cells are en-
riched in lamin-A and deficient in both lamin-B and DNA, but the cells are
viable with a normal rate of post-migration proliferation. Phosphorylation of
lamin-A, which relates to turnover under low stress, decreases with migration,
while phosphomimetic and progeria mutants of lamin-A exhibit distinct differ-
ences. Knockdown of lamin-A induced the frequent formation of DNA tethers
that extrude from the main nuclear body through a gap in lamin-B and to the
